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Purpose:
The purpose of this research project is to analyze violations of the natural resources and
boating laws to identify the characteristics of individuals whose privileges to hunt, trap, fish,
and operate a watercraft were suspended.
Introduction:
The South Carolina Department of Natural Resources Law Enforcement Division,
hereafter referred to as the Division, has the primary mission of protecting the natural
resources of the state and those who utilize them through the enforcement of game, fish,
boating, and litter laws. The Division also conducts educational and public outreach programs
in the areas of hunter and boater safety, and promotes hunting, fishing, boating, and the ethical
use ofthe state's natural resources. One of the primary means of carrying out the enforcement
mission of the Division is the detection, apprehension, and prosecution of offenders utilizing
summons tickets, and arrest warrants; and the issuance of warning tickets, and verbal warnings
to clear identified violations of the law. The Division is also responsible for the education of
boaters and sportsman and the promotion of the safe, ethical, and responsible use of the
natural resources of the state. This effort is conducted through hunter and boater education
courses, courtesy boat inspections, and public presentations. These efforts are intended to
prevent violations before they occur and foster compliance with the laws.
The Records and Intelligence Section of the Division, hereafter referred to as the
Records Section, is responsible for maintaining the violation records of the Division. This
section is also responsible for the suspension of individual hunting, trapping, fishing, and
boating privileges by persons who are chronic or serious violators. Privilege suspensions are
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established by statute and fall within two broad categories: (1) point system suspensions; and
(2) statutory suspensions. There are three separate point assessments established by South
Carolina Code of Laws Sections 50-9-1110 Et. AI.; and 50-5-2500 Et. AI. These sections establish
the:
(1) Game and Fish Points System for violations of recreational and commercial hunting,
trapping, and freshwater fishing laws;
(2) Saltwater Recreational Fishing Points System for violations of recreational saltwater fishing
laws; and
(3) Saltwater Commercial Fishing Points System for violations of commercial saltwater fishing
laws.
Individuals accumulate points within the respective points systems when they are
convicted of violating specific hunting, trapping, and fishing laws. Upon accumulation of 18 or
more points within a system, the respective privileges are suspended for one year.
Following is a list of associated privileges for each system:
(1) Game and Fish Points: All hunting, trapping, and fishing privileges in both freshwater and
saltwater extending to the three mile limit in the Atlantic Ocean;
(2) Saltwater Recreational Points: All recreational fishing privileges in saltwater seaward of the
saltwater freshwater dividing line extending to the three mile limit in the Atlantic Ocean;
(3) Saltwater Commercial Points: All commercial fishing privileges in saltwater seaward ofthe
saltwater freshwater dividing line extending to the three mile limit in the Atlantic Ocean.
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The Game and Fish Point System was established by the 1977 General Assembly Act No.
401, and became on July 1, 1979. The Saltwater Recreational Points and Saltwater Commercial
Points Systems became law on July 1, 2000 by the 1999 General Assembly Act No. 245.
Statutory suspensions are written into the penalties of individual state statutes and are
mandated when an individual is convicted of violating those particular statutes. Examples of
these include boating privilege suspensions for operation of a watercraft under the influence of
alcohol or drugs, failure to give a breath sample after arrest for operation of a watercraft under
the influence of alcohol or drugs, and reckless operation of a watercraft. Others include loss of
hunting, trapping, and / or fishing privileges for hunting from a public road, selling protected
wildlife, and obtaining hunting, trapping, or fishing licenses by fraud.
The intent of these laws is to act as a deterrent to serious violations of the law and in
cases where a deterrent effect is not achieved, to further sanction an offender by suspending
privileges. An analysis of "who" is being suspended and for "what" reasons has never been
conducted.
Over the course of several years the Deputy Director for Law Enforcement Colonel Alvin
A. Taylor became interested in suspensions for several reasons. These reasons included:
(1) A philosophy of consistent and fair enforcement ofthe law;
(2) The need to address inconsistencies in the law among the different point systems, and
among the various types of statutory suspensions; and
(3) The need for information to support legislative efforts to address these inconsistencies.
During 2004 and 2005 the Records Section was placed under the direction of the author
ofthis research. The first task assigned to the Section was to examine Division reporting
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procedures, and streamline reporting requirements of the field officers, and region supervisors.
One of the outcomes of this inward examination of Division operations was a realization of the
need to make improvements within the Records Section itself. Development and
implementation of improved methods of collecting, entering, processing, and reporting data
were the end result for the Section.
During this same time period, additional officers were being hired by the Division. There was a
subsequent increase in the number of violations detected and resolved by officers and a
corresponding increase in the number of suspensions being implemented by the Section.
Data Collection:
The data used for this research came from:
(i) Computer suspension records processed between January 2005 and December 2008; and
(2) Corresponding summons ticket records ofthe individuals identified in that group of
suspension records.
The author was directly responsible for administering suspension and summons
processing during this time period. The summons ticket records date back to 1980. Both sets
of data are housed on the Department mainframe computer in a violations database
maintained by the Records Section. The data was imported from the mainframe and placed
into Excel spreadsheets for manipulation and analysis.
The initial set of suspension data consisted of 1,148 individual suspensions. Because
there were multiple types of suspensions in the first set of data, a subgroup of data was pulled
which consisted of individuals who had multiple suspensions. Contained within the first set of
data had a total of 155 individuals who had more than one suspension during the four year
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time frame. This subgroup of data was subjected to the same analysis to determine if there
were any differences.
There is an issue that must be clarified at the outset when looking at the results of these
two sets of data. The first set of data was examined with a focus on the "suspensions". This
data set represents 1/148 separate and distinct suspensions. The second subset of data was
examined with a focus on the "individual offender with multiple suspensions". This data set
represents 155 unique individuals. The same demographics are examined in the analysis but
the focus is different.
Findings:
The total number of suspensions for the 4 year period was 1/148 (See Figure 1). Game
and fish point suspensions accounted for 43% of all suspensions followed by boating and BUI
refusal suspensions combined (29%)/ and statutory hunt and fish suspensions (20%)
respectively. For comparison purposes boating suspensions and BUI refusal suspensions are
combined. Of the 330 combined boating / BUI suspensions, only 49 were for boating violations
that did not stem from a boating under the influence arrest. The rate of increase in
suspensions for the four year period 2005-2008 was 110%.
For the time period FY 06 through FY 08 the number of summonses issued by DNR
officers increased from 8/139 to 13/752 representing an increase of 69% (See Figure 2). During
this same time period the systems within the Records Section were improved relative to data
entry and processing of incoming summonses with respect to data validity.
During the first 11 months of calendar year 2008 DNR officers issued 12/217
summonses. During this same time the Division suspended 373 individuals.
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Figure 1. Total Number of Suspensions by Category
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Total 497 58 30 233 252 78 1148
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Figure 2. Total Number of Violations
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An examination of residency status showed that 1,008 of the individuals (88%) were
residents of South Carolina, while 140 of the individuals (12%) were nonresidents. These
percentages were consistent for individual years across the sample time with a low of 80% in
2005 and a high of 91% in 2007 (See Figure 3).
Figure 3. Residency Status of Suspended Individuals
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The demographics of race and gender of the suspended individuals in this sample were
significant, and striking to this author. Ninety-seven percent (97%) of the sample was male, and
90% were white (See Figure 4). These percentages were consistent across all four years of the
sample.
Figure 4. Gender and Race Status of Suspended Individuals
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Year Male Female Gender White Black Asian Race
2005 171 6 1 161 5 11 1
2006 280 8 258 19 6 5
2007 302 7 287 17 4 1
2008 365 8 334 32 7
Total 1118 29 1 1040 73 28 7
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The sample population was examined to determine the age at which individuals
received their first summons and the age at which they received their first suspension. The
predominant age group for first summons, and first suspension was the same, 20-29 years of
age. The graph shows that first offenses occurred before age 20, peaked in the age range 20-
29, and then continued a steady decline each decade thereafter. Interestingly, the graphs for
age at first summons and age at first suspension mirror one another (See Figures 5 and 6).
Thirty-five percent (35%) ofthe sample received their first summons between the ages
of 20-29 and 33% received their first suspension between these ages. Seventy-four percent
(74%) of the sample received their first summons by the age of 39. Sixty-five percent (65%) of
the sample received their first suspension by age 39.
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Figure 5. Age at First Summons of Suspended Individuals
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2005 34 64 27 34 12 7 0 178
2006 62 96 56 38 21 12 3 288
2007 60 111 63 43 25 7 1 309
2008 68 127 78 53 40 5 0 2 373
Total 224 398 224 168 98 31 4 2 1148
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Figure 6. Age at First Suspension of Suspended Individuals
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Year 0-19 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 70 + Unknown Total
2005 21 61 34 36 18 8 0 178
2006 34 87 68 54 28 14 3 288
2007 31 112 70 57 28 10 1 309
2008 32 116 87 76 49 11 0 2 373
Total 118 376 259 223 123 43 4 2 1148
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rThere were 155 individuals who had multiple suspensions in the sample (See Figure 7).
These offenders received multiple suspensions over time. 13.5% of the individuals in the
sample had multiple suspensions.
Figure 7. Number of Individuals with Multiple Suspensions and Single Suspensions
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2005 32 146 178
2006 45 243 288
2007 41 268 309
2008 37 336 373
Total 155 993 1148
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The data showed that approximately half of the individuals with multiple suspensions
had received the suspensions in the same year, and the other half had multiple suspensions
that occurred over the course of the 4 year period (See Figure 8). In the second case, multiple
suspensions can include a suspension that occurred in 2004 and another that occurred in 2008.
Of the 155 individuals in the sample, 49% had received multiple suspensions within the same
year, and 51% received suspensions over the course of the entire 4 year period (See Figure 8).
The percentages of one year multiple suspensions, and multiple year multiple suspensions
remained constant for each of the 4 years, as well as the 4 year period as a whole.
Figure 8. Multiple Suspensions Compared to Total Suspensions
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2005 18 14 32 178
2006 24 21 45 288
2007 20 21 41 309
2008 14 23 37 373
Total 76 79 155 1148
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There are several scenarios that lead to multiple suspensions within the same year. A
first time suspension under any of the three point systems results in a one year suspension of
privileges. The more serious offenders will violate the suspension, be convicted of an "under
suspension" violation and receive a second more severe suspension of between three years and
five years. A second scenario occurs when an individual receives a suspension under one point
system, and then participates in activities resulting in violations and an accumulation of 18
points under another system resulting in multiple suspensions. A third way to receive multiple
suspensions occurs when a violator refuses an alcohol breath test, is suspended for that, and
then is convicted of operating a water device under the influence of drugs or alcohol resulting
These three scenarios have the multiple suspensions occurring within the same year.
Multiple suspensions occur over multiple years at different times when an individual
violates the laws accumulating 18 points within one or more ofthe point systems, and or is
convicted of violations the penalty for which contains a statutory suspension.
The gender and race numbers were as pronounced, if not more so, for the individuals
receiving multiple suspensions with 97% of the sample being male, and 95% white (See Figure
9).
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Figure 9. Gender and Race Status of Individuals with Multiple Suspensions
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2008 36 1 35 2
Total 151 4 148 5 2
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When examining the age at which this sub group received their first summons, and
when they received their first suspension, there are no significant differences from the larger
sample (See Figures 10 and 11).
Figure 10. Age at First Summons for Individuals with Multiple Suspensions
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2005 10 10 6 5 0 1 0 32
2006 11 15 5 10 2 2 0 45
2007 8 20 7 3 2 1 0 41
2008 7 14 8 7 1 0 0 37
Total 36 59 26 25 5 4 0 155
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Figure 11. Age at First Suspension for Individuals with Multiple Suspensions
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Summary of Findings:
The primary purpose of this research was to analyze violations of the natural resources
and boating laws to identify the characteristics of individuals whose privileges to hunt, trap,
fish, and operate a watercraft were suspended.
The findings were examined in light of the total sample of 1/148 individuals, and a sub-
sample of 155 individuals who had received multiple suspensions. The research looked at the
following demographic characteristics: residency; gender; race; and age. There were only
minor differences between the two samples. The differences were not significant. Because the
differences were minor, the findings are summarized for the total sample of 1/148 individuals.
Most of the suspensions were for an accumulation of game and fish points resulting
from hunting and freshwater fishing violations. This category accounted for 43% of the
suspensions followed by boating suspensions which accounted for 29%. Combined, these two
categories accounted for 72% of the suspensions.
State residents accounted for 88% of the sample. The fact that residents accounted for
a majority of suspensions is not surprising. The nature of suspensions is that they are generally
based on points that are accumulated over time. As such a natural resources law enforcement
officer is more likely to encounter a resident over the extended period of hunting, fishing, and
boating seasons that occur yearly. The more contacts he has with an individual the more likely
he is to identify violations of the law.
Males accounted for 97% of the sample. This is consistent with the related activities of
hunting, fishing, and boating, and the nature ofthe research into violations ofthe law. These
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findings indicate that males are more likely to participate in the activities examined, and are
more likely to be violators of the game, fish, and boating laws than are females.
The finding that 90% of the sample was white lends itself to more speculation. An
examination of boat owners, and licensed hunters and fisherman by race would be beneficial.
These figures were not examined for this study.
Within the sample, 74% of the individuals received their first summons by the age of 39,
and 65% received their first suspension by the age of 39. Age at first summons, as well as, age
at first suspension peaked in the age bracket of 20-29.
The findings show that 88% of the individuals in the sample were state residents; 97%
were male, 90% were white, and 32% received their first suspension between the ages of 20
and 29. The findings show that young white male residents are the predominant demographic
accounting for most of the individuals in the sample. The data also show that these individuals
are most likely to be suspended as a result of violations of hunting, freshwater fishing, and
boating laws.
Application:
Division Colonel Alvin A. Taylor began legislative efforts to address concerns related to
the enforcement and administration of privilege suspensions. As stated earlier in this research
his concerns revolved around the following issues:
(1) A philosophy of consistent and fair enforcement of the law;
(2) The need to address inconsistencies in the law among the different point systems, and
among the various types of statutory suspensions; and
(3) The need for information to support legislative efforts to address these inconsistencies.
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Based on these premises and with the findings ofthis research the author was tasked
with drafting a proposal for two point systems: one for recreational activities; and one for
commercial activities. The initial intent of the legislative proposal was to provide a mechanism
that would allow individuals to enter into a probationary privileges program that would grant
them a second chance and allow them to maintain privileges under certain circumstances.
The initial draft proposal was written within the Law Enforcement Division and
distributed among the other divisions within the agency that had a vested interest. This
included the Wildlife and Freshwater Fisheries Division; Marine Resources Division; and Legal
Department. After vetting by all four groups an internal document was drafted that was more
restrictive in scope than the original concept.
The final proposal contains a recreational points system, and a commercial points
system with modifications to point assessments to create more uniformity. Individuals whose
hunting and freshwater fishing privileges have been suspended as a result of accumulating 18
points are eligible for a probationary privileges program. Individuals who accumulate 18 points
for commercial saltwater violations will not have that opportunity under the proposed draft.
Individuals who were suspended under statutory provisions of law will not be eligible for
probationary status. According to the research approximately one-half of the individuals
suspended annually by the department will be eligible under the proposal for probationary
privileges. A draft proposal for a strike and underline bill to be introduced to the legislature is
contained as Appendix 1. A second version with no strike and underline is included as Appendix
2.
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The proposal has been vetted through the various divisions within the agency and has
been approved by the Law Enforcement Division Colonel. It will be forwarded to the Agency
Directory, and if approved it will be brought before the DNR Board for legislative approval and
drafted for introduction in this session ofthe General Assembly.
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Appendix 1.
Strike and Underline Legislative Bill Proposal
INTRODUCTION
The following proposal would amend the law to include two points' laws.
The first is an amended version of the commercial saltwater fisheries points' law. As amended it would
only apply to commercial saltwater fishing violations and would not include any provisions for
probationary suspensions. Recreational saltwater fishing violations would be assessed points under the
game and fish points' law.
The other is an amendment of the game and fish points' law. As amended it would apply to privileges
for recreational hunting; trapping; freshwater fishing; saltwater recreational fishing; and freshwater
commercial fishing.
The game and fish points' law as amended would provide for probationary privileges that would be
granted for recreational activities under certain conditions, with a provision for revocation of those
privileges. Probationary privileges would allow an individual to regain hunting and fishing privileges
with strict guidelines for the duration of the original suspension.
Provisions for the repeal of other statutory suspensions and definitions are included to clarify and make
the system less complicated.
AMEND TITLE 50; CHAPTER 5; ARTICL 25.
POINT SYSTEM FOR VIOLATIONS OF COMMERCIAL MARINE RESOURCES LAWS
ADD SECTION 50-5-2500. Conviction defined.
"Conviction" as used in this article includes the entry of a plea of guilty, the entry of a plea of nolo
contendere, and the forfeiture of bailor collateral deposited to secure a defendant's appearance in
court.
"Commercial saltwater privileges" as used in this article includes commercial saltwater fishing, and all
other activities related to the commercialization of saltwater fish, shellfish, or crustaceans; as well as all
associated commercial saltwater licenses. permits, stamps, tags, and endorsements issued to a person.
The provisions of this article apply to all commercial saltwater privileges within the jurisdiction of the
state regardless of whether the activity requires a license, permit, stamp, tag, or endorsement; except
that they do not apply to fishing in strictly private ponds.
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AMEND SECTION 50-5~ 2501. Point values for suspension of commercial saltwater privilegest
relatioR to other peRalties.
6·,
8·,
8·,
g.
4·,
4·,
(A) There are established the following point values to be assigned by the department in suspending the
commercial saltwater privileges of persons or entities found to be in violation of commercial saltwater
fishing laws. this chapter. PoiRt assigRR'leRts shall be:
(1) failing to keep records or make reports required by law, permit, or regulation:
(2) violatiRg law pertaiRiRg violations related to crab size Hffii.t or sponge crabs:
(3) violatioRs of a sectioR of Title SO pertaiRiRg to saltwater privileges Rot
R'IeRtioRed specifically iR this sectioR Any commercial saltwater violation not specifically
mentioned herein where fish are taken:
(4) taking, attempting to take, or possessing fish, shellfish, or crustaceans iR aR uRlawful
R'IaRRer, in unlawful or closed areas~ iRciudiRg areas closed by the DepartR'leRt of
l=Iealth aRd ERvirORR'leRtal (oRtrol in excess of the legal limit; over or under the
lawful size limit; during unlawful hours~or during the closed season for the activity~
except trawling violations:
(5) unlawfully buying. selling or offering for sale to buy or sell fish, shellfish, crustaceans,
or other seafood or marine products without a proper liceRse:
(6) uRlawfully buyiRg fish, shellfish, crustaceaRs, or other seafood or R'IariRe products:
f7t 1§itrawling inside the General Trawling Zone other than in restricted areas:
(a) more than one-quarter nautical mile during the closed season:
(b) more than one-quarter nautical mile at a time more than ten minutes before daily
opening or ten minutes after daily closing times during the open season:
f&t QLtrawling in a restricted area during closed season:
f91 till trawling outside the General Trawling Zone:
(a) one hundred yards or less distance from the nearest point of the General Trawling
Zone during the open season:
(b) more than one hundred yards distance from the nearest point of the General Trawling
Zone during the open season:
(c) during the closed season:
f1Gt 121 taking or attempting to take fish, shellfish, or crustaceans for a commercial
purpose without a proper license, permit, aT stamp, tag, or endorsement:
(±-l1 (10) captain or crew of a boat failing to cooperate, or interfering with an enforcement
officer:
M i11l channel netting in aR area ~c1osed area to chaRRel RettiRg or during the closed
season for chaRRel RettiRg: and
fH.t i!.f.l applying for or obtaining any resident commercial saltwater license, permit,
stamp. tag, or endorsement as provided iR this chapter using a falsified application
or supporting documentation, or simultaneously possessing any currently valid South
Carolina resident commercial saltwater license, permit, stamp. tag, or endorsement as provided
IR this chapter while possessing any resident license, permit, stamp, tag, or endorsement from
another state:
10;
10;
10;
10;
18;
18;
10;
18;
18;
18.
(B) The points and penalties assessed under this article are in addition to criminal penalties which may
be assessed. Statutory suspension of saltwater privileges provided in other articles of this chapter take
precedence over assessment of points under this article. Nothing contained in this article affects the
action of the department in suspending, revoking. or canceling a license when the action is mandatory
under the provisions of another State or Federal law.
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AMEND SECTION 50-5-2505. Point system administration.
(A) Each time a person is convicted of a violation enumerated for which points are assigned in Section
SO 5 2500 this article, the number of points assigned to a the violation must be charged against ffiffi
under a ~oint category. Point categories are:
(1) commercial, and
(2) recreational. the persons commercial saltwater fishing privileges.
Points resulting from any,,'iolation must be assigned under only one ~oint category.
(8) Points assigned for any violation for a commercial ~ur~ose e)(ce~t related to an activity authorized
solely under a wholesale seafood dealer license must be assigned to the commercial category.
(C) Points assigned for any violation not for a commercial ~ur~ose or not related to an acti'/ity
authorized solely under a ',."holesale seafood dealer license must be assigned to the recreational
category.
(D) For each twelve-month period in which the person received no points, the department shall deduct
one-half of the accumulated points under each ~oint category if the number of points under that ~oint
category is greater than three. If a person has three or less points under a ~oint category at the end of a
calendar year in which no points were received, the department shall reduce his point total to zero
under that ~oint category.
(E) Nothing in this article affects the action of the de~artment in sus~ending, revol<ing, or canceling a
license or ~ermitwhen the action is mandatory under the laws of this State.
AMEND SECTION 50-5-2510. Suspension of saltwater privileges for accumulation of points.
(A) The department must suspend for one year the related commercial saltwater privileges and
associated licenses, permits, stamps, ~and ~ermits endorsements issued to a person who has
accumulated eighteen or more points. under any ~oint category. Privileges related to each ~oint
category are as follows:
(1) commercial: any and all commercial saltwater fishing license, equi~ment license, and bait dealer
license, and
(2) recreational: marine recreational fishing stam~, ~ier license, charter fishing vessel license, shrim~
baiting license, and any other saltwater licenses utilized for recreational ~ur~oses.
(B) Any suspension under this article begins the eleventh day after the ~erson or entity receives mailing
written notice by mail, return receipt requestedL of the sus~ension and ends the same day the following
year. Proof of mailing by return receipt to the last known address is sufficient to constitute notification.
AMEND SECTION 50-5-2515. Notice of suspension; request for review.
Upon suspension determination by the de~artment that a ~erson or entity has accumulated sufficient
~oints to warrant the sus~ension of any saltwater ~rivilege the de~artment must notify the ~erson or
entity in ',."riting, return recei~t requested, that his _saltwater ~rivilege has _been sus~ended, and the
person or entity must return all the sus~ended related commercial saltwater licenses, permits, stamps,
~or ~ermits endorsements in his name to the department within teA thirty days.
Sg S 2S17 Mammalian dol~hin or ~or~oise; ~rohibited activities; ~enalty.
E)ECe~t when authorized by a federal ~ermit, it is unlawful for any ~erson to catch, attem~t to catch,
feed, feed by hand, I<ill, or harass any mammalian dol~hin or ~or~oise. A ~erson who violates this
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section is guilty of a FRisseFReanor ans, upon conviction, FRust Be fines not less tl:tan two I:tunsres fifty
sollars nor FRore tl:tan one tl:tousans sollars or iFRprisones for not FRore tl:tan tl:tirty says, or Botl:t.
AMEND SECTION 50-5-2520. Appeals.
A person or entity whose commercial saltwater privileges have been suspended may appeal the decision
of the department under the Administrative Procedures Act
AMEND SECTION 50-5-2525. Points cleared when suspension expires; concurrent running of
suspensions.
After the expiration of a period of suspension of commercial saltwater privileges unser a point category
the person's or entity's record must be cleared of points in only tl:tat category. Wl:ten a person's or
entity's privileges are suspenses unser anotl:ter article ans tl:te person or entity I:tas accuFRulates
enougl:t points to Be suspenses unser tl:tis article, tl:te suspension will run concurrently. Wl:tere a
violation actually results in a suspension of all saltwater fisl:ting privileges unser anotl:ter article, no
points sl:tall Be assignes unser tl:tis systeFR for tl:te violation.
SECTION 50-5-2530. Administering of article.
The department shall administer and enforce this article and may promulgate regulations for its
implementation. The department must inform the public of the point system.
AMEND SECTION 50-5-2535. Engaging in prohibited activities while under suspension; penalties.
/\ person engaging in activities prol:tiBites By tl:tis cl:tapter wl:tile tl:te person is unser suspension, is guilty
of a FRisseFReanor ans, upon con'o'iction, for a first offense FRust Be fines not less tl:tan five I:tunsres
sollars nor FRore tl:tan one tl:tousans sollars or iFRprisones tl:tirty says ans I:tave all saltwater privileges
suspenses for an assitional tl:tree year perios. /\ person convictes of a secons or sUBseEluent offense
unser tl:tis section is guilty of a FRisseFReanor ans, upon conviction, FRust Be fines not less tl:tan one
tl:tousans sollars nor FRore tl:tan two tl:tousans fi'",e I:tunsres sollars or iFRprisones one year, ans I:tave all
saltwater privileges suspenses for an assitional five years.
S~CTION SO S ~S~i, Otl:ter violations wl:tile unser suspension.
(/\) Wl:tile unser suspension for recreational activities, any person founs guilty of a cOFRFRercial violation
of tl:tis cl:tapter sl:tall I:tave all saltwater pri'o'ileges suspenses for one year.
(8) \'\'I:tile unser suspension for COFRFRercial acti'o'ities, any person founs guilty of a recreational violation
of tl:tis cl:tapter sl:tall I:tave all salt'.vater privileges suspenses for one year.
AMEND SECTION 50-5-2540. Activities prohibited while under commercial saltwater privileges
suspension.
(A) It is unlawful for a person whose commercial saltwater privileges are suspended to: unser tl:tis
cl:tapter:
(1) to talEe or atteFRpt to talw saltwater fisl:t for coFRFRercial purposes; engage in commercial saltwater
fishing, wholesaling, or retailing; or
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(2)4& be on board any vessel while the vessel is being utilized to take or in an attempt to take saltwater
fish for commercial purposes.
A person who violates this s~BsectioR section is guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction, must be
fined not less than one thousand dollars nor more than five thousand dollars or imprisoned for not more
than thirty days, and all commercial saltwater privileges must be suspended for an additional period of
five years.
(B) No person for whom a commercial saltwater privilege is suspended may purchase or acquire, or
attempt to purchase or acquire, a license, permit, ef stamp, tag, or endorsement for any privilege which
has been suspended. A person who violates this subsection is guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon
conviction, must be fined not less than two hundred dollars nor more than five hundred dollars or
imprisoned for not more than thirty days and by extension of the suspension period for twelve months.
fC) No co~rt may s~sJ3eRd aRy J3ortioR of tAe miRim~m fiRes or leRgtAs of imJ3FisoRmeRt J3Fovided iR tAis
sectioR.
AMEND SECTION 50-5-2545. Prior points and suspensions.
All J30iRts received J3rior to tAe effective date of tAe MariRe Reso~rces Act of 2000 sAali Be assigRed
~Rder tAe "commercial category" aRd remaiR effective ~Rtil tAe validity of tAese J30iRtS RO IORger exists.
All s~sJ3eRsioRs aRd actioRs J3rior to tAe MariRe Reso~rces Act of 2000 remaiR iR effect ~Rder tAe
J3revio~s maRdates ~Rtil mEJ3ired. All "recreational category suspensions" previously enacted will remain
in full force and effect under the terms of the previous Marine Resources Act of 2000 until the
recreational privileges are reinstated under the terms of that Act. All points received under the
recreational category that did not result in a suspension will be reduced to zero.
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TITLE 50; CHAPTER 9; ARTICLE 11.
SUSPENSION OF HUNTING AND FISHING PRIVILEGES
AMEND SECTION 50-9-1110. "Conviction" defined.
"Conviction" as used in this article includes the entry of a plea of guilty, the entry of a plea of nolo
contendere, and the forfeiture of bailor collateral deposited to secure a defendant's appearance in
court.
"Fish" includes finfish, shellfish including mollusks, crustaceans, horseshoe crabs, whelks (conchs),
turtles, and terrapin or products thereof.
"Fishing" includes all activity and effort involved in taking fish, shellfish, or crustaceans; or attempting
to take, find, seek, obtain, pursue or diligently search for fish, shellfish, or crustaceans.
"Hunting", "trapping", and "fishing" includes all activity trying to find. seek, obtain, pursue or diligently
search for wildlife or fish.
"Wildlife means any wild animal, bird, reptile, amphibian, fish, mollusk, crustacean, or other wild animal,
or product. egg, offspring, or the dead body parts of the wildlife, and includes pen raised species that
have been historically relegated to the wild.
The provisions of this article apply to all hunting. trapping, and fishing within the jurisdiction of the
state, except that the provisions of this article do not apply to commercial saltwater fishing privileges.
AMEND SECTION 50-9-1120. Point system for violations.
There is established the following point system for violations of certain provisions of law:
(1) Common '/iolations:
(a) resisting arrest by the ~se of force, violence, or weapons against an employee of the Elepartment
while engageEl in his El~ties, a law enforcement officer aiEling in the worl< of the Elepartment, or a
feElerally commissioneEl employee engageEl in lil<e or similar employment: 18;
(b) attempting escape after lawf~1 arrest: 14;
(c) h~nting or fishing in a state sanct~ary at any time: 14;
(El) h~nting, fishing, or trapping o~t of season, el<cept in a state sanct~ary: 10;
(e) selling game or game fish: 14;
(f) tal<ing game or fish in an illegal manner not mentioneEl specifically else.....here in this section.
l=Iowever, no points may be assesseEl p~rs~ant to this s~bitem for fish taken on the seawarEl siEle of the
saltwater freshwater EliviEling lines as proviEleEl in Section SO 17 30: 8;
(g) ~sing a borro'....eEl or altereEl h~nting or fishing license: 10;
(h) tal<ing more than the legal limit of game or fish: 8;
(i) h~nting or fishing witho~t a license in possession: e;
(j) trespassing to h~nt, fish, or trap: 10;
(1<) violating game management area reg~lations: 8;
(I) h~nting, tal<ing, possessing, or selling alligators in violation of law or Elepartment reg~lations: 14.
(2) l=I~nting violations:
(a) I<illing or attempting to I<ill or molest Eleer from a motorboat: 14;
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(b) night hunting aeer or bear: 18;
(c) illegally transl'lorting furs or hiaes anal'lossessing untaggea hiaes: 10;
(a) tral'll'ling quail or wila turlwys: 10;
(e) hunting over bait: 8;
(f) I<Wing or I'lossessing antlerless aeer, e~wel'lt as eXl'lressl'7' I'lFO'Iiaea by la'",: 14;
(g) illegally night hunting other game, ClWel'lt aeer, or hunting game in I'lFOhibitea hours: 8;
(h) I'lossessing bucl<shot illegally: S;
(i) I'lossessing unl'lluggea gun v.'hile hunting, violation of Section SO 11 10: 4;
1. I<illing or I'lossessing a wila turl<ey suring the c10sea season: 18;
2. I<illing or I'lossessing a wila turlwy hen suring the sl'lring gobbler season: H;
(j) roost shooting wila turl<eys between official sunset ana official sunrise: 18;
(1<) shooting wila turkeys over bait: 18;
(I) hunting wila turl<e','s over bait: 10;
(m) tresl'lassing to hunt waterfowl: 18;
(n) hunting v;aterfowl o'o'er bait: 10;
(0) shooting waterfowl o';er bait: 10;
(13) hunting waterfowl out of I'lostea season: is;
(q) taking more than one waterfowl o';er the legal limit: is;
(r) illegally I'lossessing, tal<ing, or atteml'lting to tal<e raccoons suring the season for hunting without
weal'lons: 14.
(3) Fishing violations: tral'll'ling, netting, or seining game fish illegally: 10.
fA) General violations:
(1) Failure to cooperate with a law enforcement officer; resisting arrest; failure to
stop when signaled by a law enforcement officer; or assaulting a law
enforcement officer, or any state or federal employee engaged or assisting in
department duties 18
(2) Unlawfully hunting, trapping, taking, possessing, buying, selling, bartering,
or attempting to hunt, trap, take, buy, sell or barter endangered or threatened
wildlife or fish 18
(3) Unlawfully buying, selling, bartering, or attempting to buy, sell, or barter
other wildlife or gamefish 12
(4) Hunting, trapping, or fishing while trespassing 10
(5) Taking or attempting to take game fish with a net, seine, or trap 10
(6) Hunting, trapping, fishing, taking, or possessing wildlife or fish in excess of the
legal limit; during the closed season; in a prohibited area; over bait; with a
prohibited weapon; or preparing a baited area for hunting 8
(7) Violation of WMA regulations governing hunting, trapping, or fishing 8
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(8) Hunting, trapping, fishing, taking, or possessing wildlife or fish: on prohibited
days; during unlawful hours; that are over or under the lawful size limit; or
without a proper Iicense, permit, stamp, tag, or endorsement 6
(8) Specific violations:
(1) Night hunting deer, bear, or turkey
(2) Any violation of striped bass laws related to seasons, limits, methods or size
(3) Any violation of alligator laws related to seasons, limits, methods, or size
(C) Other Violations:
18
14
14
(1) Failing to maker keep, or submit records as required by law, regulation, or permit 4
(2) Any hunting, trapping, or fishing violation not specifically listed herein
where wildlife or fish are taken 6
AMEND SECTION §g Q lUg, DeEllcJction of acclcJmlcJlateEl points.
1.Ql Each time a person is convicted of a violation enumerated in this Section SO 9 1120, the number of
points assigned to the violation must be charged against the person. For each calendar year that passes
after assignment in which the person received no points, the department shall deduct one-half of the
accumulated points if the total number of points is greater than three. If a person has three or less
points at the end of a calendar year in which no points were received, the department shall reduce his
point total to zero; however, a person's record must not be less then zero points.
AMEND SECTION §g Q 114g, SECTION 50-9-1130 Suspension of hunting and fishing privileges.
161The department sAaU must suspend for one year the hunting, trapping, and fishing privileges of a any
person who has accumulated eighteen or more points. The suspension begins the eleventh day after
the person is sent receives written notice by mail, return receipt requested, of the suspension, and ends
the same day the following year. Proof of mailing by return receipt to the last known address is
sufficient to constitute notification.
AMEND SECTION 50-9-1150. Notice of suspension; review by department.
161 fAt Upon Eletermination that a licensee has acclcJmlcJlateEl slcJfficient points to warrant slcJspension of
privileges, the Elepartment shall notify him in writing that his privileges are slcJspenEleEl anEl the licensee
shall retlcJrn the license to the Elepartment within ten Elays. Upon suspension the person must surrender
all licenses, permits, stamps, tags, or endorsements that allow suspended privileges to the department
within thirty days. Any licenses, permits, stamps, tags, or endorsements allowing suspended privileges
that are possessed by an individual under suspension are invalid.
illl.JB) The person may, within ten Elays after notice of slcJspension, reqlcJest in 'oVriting a review, anEllcJpon
receipt of the reqlcJest, the Elepartment shall afforEl him a review. The Elepartment shall notify him of the
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date, tiA'le, and place of tl:le review and tl:le person sl:lalll:lave tl:le rigl:lt to I:lave I:lis attorney present witl:l
l:liA'l if I:le so desires.
(C) If tl:le person reEjl:lests a review, tl:le sl:lspension sl:lall Be I:leld in al3e't'ance l:lntil tl:le day of tl:le final
disposition of I:lis review By tl:le departA'lent and if tl:le sl:lspension is l:lpl:leld, tl:le sl:lspension sl:lall
COA'lA'lence on tl:le eleventl:l day tl:lereafter and end on tl:le saA'le da'y' of tl:le following year. Tl:le revie'....
By tl:le departA'lent sl:lall Be liA'lited to a deterA'lination of tl:le validity of tl:le violations and points
assessed. ~Jo proBationary al:ltl:lority is gi'/en to tl:le departA'lent By discretion or otl:lerwise. A person
may appeal their suspension in accordance with the Administrative Procedures Act.
REPEAL SECTION 50-9-1160. Review by circuit judge.
(1\) 1\ person wl:lose privileges I:lave Been sl:lspended l:lnder tl:le provisions of tl:lis article A'lay, witl:lin ten
days after notice of tl:le resl:llt of tl:le review, apply to tl:le resident or presiding ci rCl:l it jl:ldge of tl:le circl:lit
in wl:licl:l tl:le applicant resides for a review l:lpon tl:le record certified to By tl:le Board to deterA'line if tl:le
action tal(en By tl:le departA'lent is lawfl:ll and in accordance witl:l tl:le provisions of tl:lis article. Tl:le
person sl:lalll:lave tl:le rigl:lt to I:lave I:lis cOl:lnsel present witl:ll:liA'l if I:le so desires.
(B) If tl:le person reEjl:lests a revievI l:Jpon tl:le record tl:le sl:Jspension sl:lall Be I:leld in aBeyance l:lntil tl:le
day of tl:le final disposition of tl:le review l:Jpon tl:le record and if tl:le sl:Jspension is l:Jpl:leld, tl:le sl:lspension
sl:lall COA'lA'lence on tl:lat day and end on tl:le saA'le day of tl:le following year.
AMEND SECTION §g g 117g 50-9-1130. Expiration of suspension period.
After the expiration of the period of suspension, the person's record shall be cleared of points and the
person starts anew with no points.
AMEND SECTION §g g 118g 50-9-1140. Administration; promulgation of regulations.
The department shall administer and enforce this article and may promulgate regulations necessary for
its administration not inconsistent with the article. The department sAaU must print and distribute at
tl:le tiA'le of selling I:ll:lnting or fisl:ling licenses a card or I3rocl:ll:lre informational material explaining the
point system.
AMEND SECTION §g g 11gg 50-9-1150. Other laws of the State.
The points and penalties assessed under this article are in addition to criminal penalties which may be
assessed. Statutory suspension of hunting, trapping, and fishing privileges provided in other articles of
this chapter take precedence over assessment of points under this article. Nothing contained in this
article affects the action of the department in suspending, revoking, or canceling a license when the
action is mandatory under the provisions of another law of tl:lis State or Federal law.
AMEND SECTION 50-9-1200. Hunting or fishing while under suspension; violations; penalties.
A person who hunts, traps, or fishes while under suspension is guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon
conviction, must be fined not less than two hundred #ft.y dollars nor more than five hundred dollars or
imprisoned not more than one year, or both, and must have his hunting, trapping, and fishing privileges
suspended for an additional three years.
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SECTION 50-9-1210. Effect of points and penalties.
The points and penalties assessed under this article are in addition to and not in lieu of any other civil
remedies or criminal penalties which may be assessed.
ADD SECTION 50-9-1220. Prior Points and Suspensions
All points, suspensions, and actions prior to this Act will remain in effect under the previous mandates
until expired.
ADD SECTION 50-9-1300. Probationary Privileges Program for Points Suspension
(A) Upon suspension of hunting, trapping, and fishing privileges under this article, a person may,
within 30 days of receipt, request in writing a review by the department to determine eligibility for the
probationary privileges program. A person who is eligible for probationary privileges, and who
successfully completes the requirements of the program, will have their hunting, trapping. and fishing
privileges placed on a probationary status for the duration of the original suspension period. Upon
completing the probationary period without another violation of the game and fish laws the person will
have their hunting, trapping, and fishing privileges fully reinstated.
(B) A person is not eligible to participate in the program if at the beginning date of the suspension:
(1) They have had any hunting, trapping, or fishing suspension within the previous ten years; or
(2) They previously participated in the probationary privileges program.
Add 50-9-1310. Program Requirements.
(A) Upon entry into the program the person must attend and successfully complete a conservation
education course provided by the department.
(B) A persons privileges remain suspended until such time that they complete the requirements of
the program and are notified by the department of their probationary privileges status.
Add 50-9-1320. Violation of Probationary Privileges.
(A) Any person convicted of hunting, trapping, or fishing in violation of the law while under
probationary privileges status will have their privileges to hunt, trap, and fish suspended for one year
from the date of the most recent conviction.
(B) A person suspended under the provisions of this section must be notified by the department by
return receipt mail of the suspension of their hunting, trapping, and fishing privileges. Proof of
attempted service of the letter by return receipt mail to the last known address provided to the
department is sufficient to constitute notification.
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Add 50-9-1330. Administrative Procedures Act Appeal.
Entry into the probationary privileges program does not preclude an individual from pursuing an appeal
under the Administrative Procedures Act.
OTHER AMENDMENTS
REPEAL SECTION 50-1-20 "Hunters" and "hunting" defined.
The word "hunters" in the game laws of this State providing punishment shall not be construed so as to
include persons who, without guns, assist others with dogs and horses or in the finding or retrieving of
birds nor shall any such activity be deemed to constitute "hunting" within the meaning of such laws.
AMEND SECTION 50-11-540. Penalties for violating rules applicable to wild turkey hunting; forfeiture
of hunting and fishing privileges.
Any person taking, attempting to take, or having in his possession turkey illegally or taking, attempting to
take, or killing turkey in any way not prescribed by the department is guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon
conviction, must be fined not less than fifty dollars nor more than one hundred dollars or imprisoned for
not more than thirty days. In addition, a person taking a wild turkey unlawfully must make restitution to
the department in the amount of five hundred dollars for each bird taken. In addition, a person convicted
of taking a \vild turke)' illegally forfeits Inmting and fishing privileges for one year for each bird taken.
AMEND SECTION 50-13-1195. Penalties for violation of article or regulation; forfeiture of tags and
permits.
A person violating this article or regulations adopted and promulgated under its authority is guilty of a
misdemeanor and, upon conviction, must be fined not less than fifty nor more than two hundred dollars or
imprisoned not more than thirty days. In addition to that penalty, the COHrt may reqHire the person to
forfeit for one year tags and permits pHrchased pHrsHant to Section 50 13 1155 and may provide for his
ineligibility for other tags and permits for that year.
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Appendix 2.
Legislative Bill Proposal No Strike or Underline
INTRODUCTION
The following proposal would amend the law to include two points laws.
The first is an amended version of the commercial saltwater fisheries points law. As amended it would
only apply to commercial saltwater fishing violations and would not include any provisions for
probationary suspensions. Recreational saltwater fishing violations would be assessed points under the
game and fish points law.
The other is an amendment of the game and fish points law. As amended it would apply to privileges for
recreational hunting; trapping; freshwater fishing; saltwater recreational fishing; and freshwater
commercial fishing.
The game and fish points law as amended would provide for probationary privileges that would be
granted for recreational activities under certain conditions, with a provision for revocation of those
privileges. Probationary privileges would allow an individual to regain hunting and fishing privileges
with strict guidelines for the duration of the original suspension.
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AMEND TITLE 50; CHAPTER 5; ARTICL 25.
POINT SYSTEM FOR VIOLATIONS OF COMMERCIAL MARINE RESOURCES LAWS
SECTION 50-5-2500. Conviction defined.
"Conviction" as used in this article includes the entry of a plea of guilty, the entry of a plea of nolo
contendere, and the forfeiture of bailor collateral deposited to secure a defendant's appearance in
court.
"Commercial saltwater privileges" as used in this article includes commercial saltwater fishing, and all
other activities related to the commercialization of saltwater fish, shellfish, or crustaceans; as well as all
associated commercial saltwater licenses, permits, stamps, tags, and endorsements issued to a person.
The provisions of this article apply to all commercial saltwater privileges within the jurisdiction of the
state regardless of whether the activity requires a license, permit, stamp, tag, or endorsement; except
that they do not apply to fishing in strictly private ponds.
SECTION 50-5-2501. Point values for suspension of commercial saltwater privileges.
8·,
6·,
8·,
10;
4·,
4·,
10;
10;
10;
10;
18;
18;
18;
(A) There are established the following point values to be assigned by the department in suspending the
commercial saltwater privileges of persons or entities found to be in violation of commercial saltwater
fishing laws.:
(1) failing to keep records or make reports required by law, permit, or regulation:
(2) violations related to crab size or sponge crabs:
(3) Any commercial saltwater violation not specifically mentioned herein where
fish are taken:
(4) taking, attempting to take, or possessing fish, shellfish, or crustaceans, in unlawful
or closed areas: in excess of the legal limit; over or under the lawful size limit;
during unlawful hours; or during the closed season for the activity; except trawling
violations:
(5) unlawfully buying, selling or offering to buy or sell fish, shellfish, crustaceans,
or other seafood or marine products:
(6) trawling inside the General Trawling Zone other than in restricted areas:
(a) more than one-quarter nautical mile during the closed season:
(b) more than one-quarter nautical mile at a time more than ten minutes before daily
opening or ten minutes after daily closing times during the open season:
(7) trawling in a restricted area during closed season:
(8) trawling outside the General Trawling Zone:
(a) one hundred yards or less distance from the nearest point of the General Trawling
Zone during the open season:
(b) more than one hundred yards distance from the nearest point of the General Trawling
Zone during the open season:
(c) during the closed season:
(9) taking or attempting to take fish, shellfish, or crustaceans for a commercial
purpose without a proper license, permit, stamp, tag, or endorsement:
(10) captain or crew of a boat failing to cooperate, or interfering with an enforcement
officer:
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(11) channel netting in a closed area or during the closed season: 18;
(12) applying for or obtaining any resident commercial saltwater license, permit,
stamp, tag, or endorsement using a falsified application or supporting documentation,
or simultaneously possessing any currently valid South Carolina resident commercial
saltwater license, permit, stamp, tag, or endorsement while possessing any resident Iicense,
permit, stamp, tag, or endorsement from another state: 18.
(B) The points and penalties assessed under this article are in addition to criminal penalties which may
be assessed. Statutory suspension of saltwater privileges provided in other articles of this chapter take
precedence over assessment of points under this article. Nothing contained in this article affects the
action of the department in suspending, revoking, or canceling a license when the action is mandatory
under the provisions of another State or Federal law.
SECTION 50-5-2505. Point system administration.
(A) Each time a person is convicted of a violation for which points are assigned in this article, the
number of points assigned to the violation must be charged against the persons commercial saltwater
fishing privileges.
(B) For each twelve-month period in which the person received no points, the department shall deduct
one-half of the accumulated points if the number of points is greater than three. If a person has three or
less points at the end of a calendar year in which no points were received, the department shall reduce
his point total to zero.
SECTION 50-5-2510. Suspension of saltwater privileges for accumulation of points.
(A) The department must suspend for one year the commercial saltwater privileges and associated
Iicenses, permits, stamps, tags, and endorsements issued to a person who has accumulated eighteen or
more points.
(B) Any suspension under this article begins the eleventh day after mailing written notice, return receipt
requested, and ends the same day the following year. Proof of mailing by return receipt to the last
known address is sufficient to constitute notification.
SECTION 50-5-2515. Notice of suspension; request for review.
Upon suspension the person or entity must return all related commercial saltwater licenses, permits,
stamps, tags, or endorsements in his name to the department within thirty days.
SECTION 50-5-2520. Appeals.
A person or entity whose commercial saltwater privileges have been suspended may appeal the decision
of the department under the Administrative Procedures Act
SECTION 50-5-2525. Points cleared when suspension expires; concurrent running of suspensions.
After the expiration of a period of suspension of commercial saltwater privileges
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SECTION 50-5-2530. Administering of article.
The department shall administer and enforce this article and may promulgate regulations for its
implementation. The department must inform the public of the point system.
SECTION 50-5-2540. Activities prohibited while under commercial saltwater privileges suspension.
(A) It is unlawful for a person whose commercial saltwater privileges are suspended to:
(1) engage in commercial saltwater fishing, wholesaling, or retailing; or
(2) be on board any vessel while the vessel is being utilized to take or in an attempt to take saltwater
fish for commercial purposes.
A person who violates this section is guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction, must be fined not
less than one thousand dollars nor more than five thousand dollars or imprisoned for not more than
thirty days, and all commercial saltwater privileges must be suspended for an additional period of five
years.
(B) No person for whom a commercial saltwater privilege is suspended may purchase or acquire, or
attempt to purchase or acquire, a license, permit, 9f stamp, tag, or endorsement for any privilege which
has been suspended. A person who violates this subsection is guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon
conviction, must be fined not less than two hundred dollars nor more than five hundred dollars or
imprisoned for not more than thirty days and by extension of the suspension period for twelve months.
SECTION 50-5-2545. Prior points and suspensions.
All "recreational category suspensions" previously enacted will remain in full force and effect under the
terms of the previous Marine Resources Act of 2000 until the recreational privileges are reinstated
under the terms of that Act. All points received under the recreational category that did not result in a
suspension will be reduced to zero.
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TITLE 50; CHAPTER 9; ARTICLE 11.
SUSPENSION OF HUNTING AND FISHING PRIVILEGES
SECTION 50-9-1110. "Conviction" defined.
"Conviction" as used in this article includes the entry of a plea of guilty, the entry of a plea of nolo
contendere, and the forfeiture of bailor collateral deposited to secure a defendant/s appearance in
court.
"Fish" includes finfish, shellfish including mollusks, crustaceans, horseshoe crabs, whelks (conchs),
turtles, and terrapin or products thereof.
"Fishing" includes all activity and effort involved in taking fish, shellfish, or crustaceans; or attempting
to take, find, seek, obtain, pursue or diligently search for fish, shellfish, or crustaceans.
"Hunting", "trapping", and "fishing" includes all activity trying to find, seek, obtain, pursue or diligently
search for wildlife or fish.
"Wildlife means any wild animal, bird, reptile, amphibian, fish, mollusk, crustacean, or other wild animal,
or product, egg, offspring, or the dead body parts of the wildlife, and includes pen raised species that
have been historically relegated to the wild.
The provisions of this article apply to all hunting, trapping, and fishing within the jurisdiction of the
state, except that the provisions of this article do not apply to commercial saltwater fishing privileges.
SECTION 50-9-1120. Point system for violations.
There is established the following point system for violations of certain provisions of law:
(A) General violations:
(1) Failure to cooperate with a law enforcement officer; resisting arrest; failure to
stop when signaled by a law enforcement officer; or assaulting a law
enforcement officer, or any state or federal employee engaged or assisting in
department duties 18
(2) Unlawfully hunting, trapping, taking, possessing, buying, selling, bartering,
or attempting to hunt, trap, take, buy, sell or barter endangered or threatened
wildlife or fish 18
(3) Unlawfully buying, selling, bartering, or attempting to buy, sell, or barter
other wildlife or gamefish 12
(4) Hunting, trapping, or fishing while trespassing 10
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(5) Taking or attempting to take game fish with a net, seine, or trap 10
(6) Hunting, trapping, fishing, taking, or possessing wildlife or fish in excess of the
legal limit; during the closed season; in a prohibited area; over bait; with a
prohibited weapon; or preparing a baited area for hunting 8
(7) Violation of WMA regulations governing hunting, trapping, or fishing 8
(8) Hunting, trapping, fishing, taking, or possessing wildlife or fish: on prohibited
days; during unlawful hours; that are over or under the lawful size limit; or
without a proper license, permit, stamp, tag, or endorsement 6
(B) Specific violations:
(9) Night hunting deer, bear, or turkey
(10) Any violation of striped bass laws related to seasons, limits, methods or size
(11) Any violation of alligator laws related to seasons, limits, methods, or size:
(C) Other Violations:
18
14
14
(12) Failing to make, keep, or submit records as required by law, regulation, or permit 4
(13) Any hunting, trapping, or fishing violation not specifically listed herein
where wildlife or fish are taken 6
SECTION 50-9-1125
(A) Each time a person is convicted of a violation enumerated in this Section, the number of points
assigned to the violation must be charged against the person. For each calendar year that in which the
person received no points, the department shall deduct one-half of the accumulated points if the total
number of points is greater than three. If a person has three or less points at the end of a calendar year
in which no points were received, the department shall reduce his point total to zero; however, a
person's record must not be less then zero points.
SECTION SECTION 50-9-1130 Suspension of hunting and fishing privileges.
(A)The department must suspend for one year the hunting, trapping, and fishing privileges of any person
who has accumulated eighteen or more points. The suspension begins the eleventh day after the
person is sent notice by mail, return receipt requested, of the suspension, and ends the same day the
following year. Proof of mailing by return receipt to the last known address is sufficient to constitute
notification.
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SECTION 50-9-1150. Notice of suspension; review by department.
(B) Upon suspension the person must surrender all licenses, permits, stamps, tags, or endorsements
that allow suspended privileges to the department within thirty days. Any licenses, permits, stamps,
tags, or endorsements allowing suspended privileges that are possessed by an individual under
suspension are invalid.
(C) A person may appeal their suspension in accordance with the Administrative Procedures Act.
SECTION 50-9-1130. Expiration of suspension period.
After the expiration of the period of suspension, the person's record shall be cleared of points and the
person starts anew with no points.
SECTION 50-9-1140. Administration; promulgation of regulations.
The department shall administer and enforce this article and may promulgate regulations necessary for
its administration not inconsistent with the article. The department must print and distribute
informational material explaining the point system.
SECTION 50-9-1150. Other laws of the State.
The points and penalties assessed under this article are in addition to criminal penalties which may be
assessed. Statutory suspension of hunting, trapping, and fishing privileges provided in other articles of
this chapter take precedence over assessment of points under this article. Nothing contained in this
article affects the action of the department in suspending, revoking, or canceling a license when the
action is mandatory under the provisions of another State or Federal law.
SECTION 50-9-1200. Hunting or fishing while under suspension; violations; penalties.
A person who hunts, traps, or fishes while under suspension is guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon
conviction, must be fined not less than two hundred dollars nor more than five hundred dollars or
imprisoned not more than one year, or both, and must have his hunting, trapping, and fishing privileges
suspended for an additional three years.
SECTION 50-9-1210. Effect of points and penalties.
The points and penalties assessed under this article are in addition to and not in lieu of any other civil
remedies or criminal penalties which may be assessed.
SECTION 50-9-1220. Prior Points and Suspensions
All points, suspensions, and actions prior to this Act will remain in effect under the previous mandates
until expired.
SECTION 50-9-1300. Probationary Privileges Program for Points Suspension
(A) Upon suspension of hunting, trapping, and fishing privileges under this article, a person may,
within 30 days of receipt, request in writing a review by the department to determine eligibility for the
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probationary privileges program. A person who is eligible for probationary privileges, and who
successfully completes the requirements of the program, will have their hunting, trapping, and fishing
privileges placed on a probationary status for the duration of the original suspension period. Upon
completing the probationary period without another violation of the game and fish laws the person will
have their hunting, trapping, and fishing privileges fully reinstated.
(B) A person is not eligible to participate in the program if at the beginning date of the suspension:
(1) They have had any hunting, trapping, or fishing suspension within the previous ten years; or
(2) They previously participated in the probationary privileges program.
SECTION 50-9-1310. Program Requirements.
(A) Upon entry into the program the person must attend and successfully complete a conservation
education course provided by the department.
(B) A persons privileges remain suspended until such time that they complete the requirements of
the program and are notified by the department of their probationary privileges status.
SECTION 50-9-1320. Violation of Probationary Privileges.
(A) Any person convicted of hunting, trapping, or fishing in violation of the law while under
probationary privileges status will have their privileges to hunt, trap, and fish suspended for one year
from the date of the most recent conviction.
(B) A person suspended under the provisions of this section must be notified by the department by
return receipt mail of the suspension of their hunting, trapping, and fishing privileges. Proof of
attempted service of the letter by return receipt mail to the last known address provided to the
department is sufficient to constitute notification.
SECTION 50-9-1330. Administrative Procedures Act Appeal.
Entry into the probationary privileges program does not preclude an individual from pursuing an appeal
under the Administrative Procedures Act.
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